Abstract-Combinatorics coding is a new data coding method based on combinatorics. Ordinal computing is the core technology of in the combinatorics coding. Ordinal properties of combinatorics coding is studied in this paper. Firstly, the combinatorics coding theory and the correlative basic concepts are described. Then, the properties of the ordinal are revealed. The study indicates that the value of ordinal have a close relationship with the selection of benchmark sequence. The size of ordinal is correlative with the distributing of character frequency in the sequence.The length of the sequence should be longer than the length of the ordinal and this conclude is proved by the theory. Moreover, the difference of the initial sequence length and the whole max ordinal length is increased along with the increase of the initial sequence length pvoved by the experiment and theory. The research on ordinal properties is of great significance to the development of the combinatorics coding technology.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the information technology, data coding technology, applied in various fields such as computer science, multimedia and communications. It has become a basic tool and one of the basic problems to study. It now plays an important role in all kinds of studies and applications.
There are three embranchments in coding technology: source coding, channel coding and secrecy coding. The main task of source coding is to compress data. Data compression technology is studied and applied widely in the information world [1] [2] [3] . The main aim of channel coding is to enhance the reliability of information transmission, such as error correcting code. Secrecy coding prevents the information being filched. It is usually implemented by the data encryption techniques.
Today, data encryption techniques become the hot research [4, 5] .
Combinatorics coding is a new data coding method based on combinatorics. Due to its unique properties and advantages, it is applicable in various fields such as data compression, data secrecy, and so on [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Combinatorics coding is of great significance to information disposing, data storage, and data transmission.
II. COMBINATORICS CODING THEORY
Combinatorics coding makes use of the relation between the space of the character sequence and the space of the corresponding ordinal to code. There is a kind of question in combinatorics:
Suppose there is a sequence includes n elements and In practice, because data is usually handled and stored by bytes, the number of different elements is 256( ). Thus, to the sequence, the number of the real different permutations can also be expressed by the following formula:
III. BASIC CONCEPTIONS
In order to describe contents and deduce formulas expediently, the basic conceptions are defined firstly. Combinatorics coding method requires a benchmark sequence that is agreed on by the coder and the decoder. Based on the same benchmark sequence, an ordinal corresponding to the character sequence is computed in the coding process and the primary character sequence is deduced from the ordinal in the decoding process. Ordinal computing is the core in the combinatorics coding technology. Research finds that the value of ordinal have an affinity for the selection of benchmark sequence.
The size of the ordinal lies in the distribution of the character frequency. An extremity case will be studied in this paper to make a research on correlative question. To make the study convenient, we usually deals with the case when n is the integral multiple of 256. Because character sequence can be divided into subsections and the length of each subsection can be the integral multiple of 256, this method is reasonable. Of course, the last subsection is not handled. In this paper, the study aims at this case.
IV. RESEARCH ON ORDINAL PROPERTY
As to combinatorics coding method, an ordered space is contained in character frequency table of initial sequence which would be coded. This ordered space is made up of the sequences which corresponding character number is the same. For example, to all sequences, the number of character "0" is the same. The number of character "1" is same…… The number of character "255" is the same. That is to say, all sequences have the same corresponding character number with the sequence which would be coded. The difference lies in character position distribution. Moreover, each sequence is not repeated in this space. When the sequence is coded, the number of the sequences in front of each character is computed. At last, all sequence number is added and the position of this sequence in the whole space is obtained. That is to say, the ordinal of the sequence 12 , n a a a expresses the number of other sequences in front of this sequence under the destined benchmark sequence. Of course, different result is obtained if different benchmark sequence is adopted as permutation rule. But the ordinal corresponding to the sequence is exclusive if benchmark sequence is confirmed. For example, To the j th character in the sequence which has n characters, if this character is the same as the i th character in benchmark sequence, it is predicated that there are existed permutation and combination sequences before the current sequence involved i-1 characters. To these i-1 characters, the permutation and combination number of the x th character (the character position in these i-1 characters is x) occupied the j th position can be expressed by , S jx . It is shown in the equation (2).
. (2) w expresses the number of each character. To the j th character in the sequence which has n characters, the sequence sum of i-1 elements before the j th element can be computed by the formula (3).
At last, the position (ordinal) in the whole space of the sequence which has n characters can be expressed by the formula (4). The basic idea of combinatorics decompression (decoding) is that suppose the element in the inspected position is a certain element, the corresponding permutation and combination value 1 p is computed out based on benchmark sequence according to this suppose. 
In fact, the process of combinatorics decoding is the inverse process to combinatorics coding. Probing step by step method is adopted to parse correlative character. The most important step of probing method is also ordinal computing. In a word, the key of combinatorics coding and decoding is to compute ordinal.
There are three primary properties in the combinatorics coding method.
Property 1: The value of ordinal has a close relationship to the selection of benchmark sequence. To the same sequence, the ordinal corresponding to the sequence is different if the benchmark sequence selected is different. Moreover, the sum of the ordinals corresponding to the sequence is max ordinal if the order of the benchmark sequence selected is contrary.
Property 2: The size of ordinal is correlative with the distributing of character frequency in the sequence. The more differences of character frequencies are, the smaller ordinal is. The closer differences of character frequencies are, the bigger ordinal is. When the character frequencies are equal, the whole max ordinal is obtained.
Property 3: The length of whole max ordinal, the length of max ordinal and the length of ordinal are all less than the length of sequence.
Calculating the ordinal of the sequence is the core in the combinatorics coding method. Computing quantity is exponential increase along with the increase of the sequence length because combinatorics coding method is based on combinatorics. Arithmetic needs to be optimized. It is found in study that ordinal computing lies on max ordinal computing and max ordinal computing lies on whole max ordinal computing in the optimization arithmetic. The value of whole max ordinal is only relative to the length of sequence, so the whole max ordinal can be computed out beforehand and be stored in a file. Thereby, the speed of ordinal computing is improved. Furthermore, some useful properties of combinatorics coding can be obtained by the whole max ordinal, so the research on whole max ordinal is very important.
To the sequence whose length is , the first study is how to obtain the whole max ordinal.
At first, a theorem should be proved. , so the value of the numerator is not smaller than the value of the denominator. That is to say, the following inequation is correct: 
（7）
For example, to the character sequence whose length is 204800 bytes (n=204800), the average frequency of each character is 204800/256=800. Now x is 800. This is the extremeness case that the frequency of each character in the sequence is the average frequency. But in normal case, the frequency which is more than 800 is expressed as In fact, to the sequence whose length is
is multiples of 256), its whole max ordinal length must be less than n . This conclusion can be proved as follows.    ) and n is multiples of 256, then the length of the whole max ordinal corresponding to the sequence is less than n . Prove: In order to prove theorem 2, it only needs to prove that the whole max ordinal is less than the smallest data whose length is n. The smallest data expressed by n bytes is 
In fact, the follow inequation is correct apparently: 
Put formula (10) into formula (9), the following formula can be obtained: 
So when n is k+256, the inequation (8) is also correct. Then theorem 2 is correct. Because of the length of ordinal is less than that of whole max ordinal, it is proved by the theory that the space of ordinal is less than the space of the initial sequence.
In fact, not only the whole max ordinal length must be less than the sequence length, but also the difference of the sequence length and the whole max ordinal length is increased along with the increase of the sequence length. Of course, the increase range become is less and less. The experiment data in table 1 incarnate this character.
The experiment data in table 1 express that the difference range become less and less along with the sequence length increase. The difference range is possibly less than one bit. At last, perhaps the sequence length increases several millions, the difference increases one bit; the sequence length increases dozens millions, the difference increases one bit……But the difference increased along with the increase of the sequence length. This trend can also be expressed by Fig. 1 .
Above experiment conclusion can also be proved strictly by theory.
Theorem 3: The difference between the sequence length and the whole max ordinal length is increased along with the increase of the sequence length. Over here, the length of the sequence is the multiple of 256 and the step of increase is 256.
The idea of proving: Suppose the length of a sequence is A. The whole max ordinal of this sequence is Y. After the length of the sequence increases 256 bytes, the whole max ordinal of this sequence is 1 Y . In order to prove theorem 3, it needs to prove that the difference between the smallest value ( 1) 256 A expressed by the sequence whose length is A and Y is less than the difference between the smallest value expressed by the sequence whose length is A+256 and 1 Y . That is to say,    will be proved or the follow formula will be proved: 
